
Features
CONSTRUCTION 3-Ply Engineered Solid Full ¾” thick �llet engineered construction provides superior stability and 

less movement due to environmental conditions compared to ¾” solid �ooring.  

WEAR LAYER 6mm Sawn Face 
Precious Hardwood

Allows for maximum amount of sanding and life expectancy equal to 
traditional ¾” solid �ooring while using less precious hardwood resources 
due to its engineered construction using renewable plantation hardwoods.

CORE LAYER Hevea Core Hevea is a hardwood species as dense as Oak that has enhanced dimensional 
stability that withstands pressures from external environmental changes and 
outperforms other engineered �oors that use a plywood core. 

FINISH BONA UV Ultra Matte 
Urethane Factory Finish 

Custom UV cured polyurethane �nish is formulated using the latest 
technologies by the world's foremost �nish manufacturer to emulate the 
look of European oil �nishes without the additional maintenance requirements.

FINISH TECHNIQUES Handcrafted Floor 
Artistry

Each piece is truly hand-worked �oor art utilizing custom staining and 
hand-texturizing processes to avoid the typical overworked, machine like 
appearances of so many other wood �oors in the market.

LONG LENGTHS 6’ Average Length On average 5 out of 7 boards will be 7’ long, with an average length of over 
6’ creating expansive linear visuals.

WIDE PLANKS 7-1/2” Wide Planks Wide planks display more natural character with fewer seams and enhanced 
grain visuals. They require a higher grade of lumber and produce less 
manufacturing waste.  Visuals will include a mixture of live-sawn planks 
(rift, quartered and plain sawn all in the same board), exhibiting beauty seen 
only in the �nest woodwork.

VALUE High Investment Value Unlike typical �oor coverings like carpet, vinyl or laminate that periodically 
need to be replaced, Big Sky Premium Hardwood �ooring is a permanent 
�xture that adds value to your home and can last a lifetime.

WARRANTY 50 Year Residential Wear
3 Year Light Commercial

Providing peace of mind and con�dence knowing that your �ooring 
investment will last for years to come.

SPECIES Northwestern European 
White Oak

Known as the “King of the Forest” , harvested from select forests in Germany 
and France.  Superior to Southern Oak in stability, hardness, and color 
consistency with a tighter grain.

ENVIRONMENT  Plantation Grown 70% of the hardwoods used in the production of Big Sky Premium Hardwood 
are harvested from well managed plantations, resulting in better use of the 
slower growing hardwoods from natural forests.

Bene�ts

Premium Hardwood Collection

Big Sky 



Big Sky Premium Hardwood Collection
Beyond Boundaries - Exceptional wide plank, super long length, 3-ply engineered solid flooring with 
ten custom designs showcasing the natural character and beauty of the white oak tree including live 
sawn timber.

Alberta Alturas Bluff Bodega Bay Brogan

Chisholm Grey Cliffs Meridian Tahoe Wilderness
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* These color swatches are meant to aid in color selection.  
A sample board will give you a more accurate representation. 
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